
  

        

      
           
         

         

     
               
             

             
              

         

       
  
   
           

   

     
   
    
   
       

  

        

      
           
         

         

     
               
             

             
              

         

       
  
   
           

   

     
   
    
   
       

 
        

                   
                    

                  
            

 
               
                 
                   

        

2. CONTRACTING
There are two questions agents ask themselves when deciding to contract with insurance 
companies or “seeking appointments” as it is called in the industry. First, should you go captive 
or independent? A captive agent is bound to only sell one company’s products, whether or not 
those products are the most competitive. An independent agent, on the other hand, contracts with 
several companies based on which products are most competitive in a geographical area or which 
ones accept seniors with certain conditions.

The second question agents have to ask themselves is whether they should go through a 
distribution system — like a field marketing organization (FMO) also known as an independent 
marketing organization (IMO) — or go directly to insurance companies for their contracts. There 
are several possible benefits when an agent aligns with an FMO/IMO:

! 
! 
! 
!

lead discounts
non-qualified deferred compensation
trips and bonuses based on sales performance 
marketing reimbursement

The dark side of contracting, whether you go captive or work with a marketing organization, is 
the release. Insurance companies rarely allow dual contracts, meaning an agent can’t have 
multiple contracts with the same insurance company through different agencies at the same time. 
So, if you want to switch your contract for selling a particular company’s products from your 
current FMO to another IMO with better commissions or perks, your current FMO first needs to 
grant you a release.

If you’re a captive agent, applying for a release is basically like handing in your resignation.
However, not all companies will allow releases, especially if they don’t want agents to take their 
training secrets to another agency. Where it can get complicated is if you signed a non-compete 
clause forbidding you to take clients with you when you leave the company.

Agent Prep Checklist: What to Do Before Ordering Leads

Before we get into the different kinds of leads, how to order them, and how to contact them once 
you receive them, we need to address a few things the agent should have taken care of up to this 
point. 

                
                 
                  

        

                
                 
                  

                

1. LICENSING
                

                 
                  

                 
         

                
                 
                  

                 
         

                
                 
                  

                 
         

                
                 
                  

                
         

The majority of agents reading this have already passed their state licensing exams. However, if you 
are lucky enough to find this course before jumping into the insurance industry, the first thing you 
will want to do is get your insurance license. The best way to find out what is needed to
contract for a given state is to visit www.nipr.com. We’ve created a FREE COURSE that will 
teach you how to get your license in 10 days!
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Getting a release from an FMO is a little different. In this case, you’re trying to get a different 
contract with the same insurance company through another FMO instead of the FMO you’re 
currently using. Some FMO’s might make agents wait up to 6 months after writing the last piece 
of business through them with that particular company before granting a release.

When agents first sign up with an agency or an FMO, they don’t always think ahead to consider 
that they may be forbidden from leaving or switching companies down the road. This is why it’s 
imperative to read your contracts and understand any non-compete or release clauses upfront. If 
there’s no mention of releases, ask the company about it before contracting.

COMMISSIONS AS EARNED VS. ADVANCES
Whether you sell Final Expense, Medicare Supplements, or both, you’ll have to decide if you 
want the first nine months (or even 12 months) of commission paid in advance. The biggest 
reasons agents want to take advances is because it allows them to:

! 
!
have money to live on while they’re building their book of business, and
reinvest more money back into their lead marketing program, compounding client 
growth.

The two biggest reasons agents wouldn’t want to stay on advanced commissions after the first 
few years is because:

! Possible chargebacks hitting them if clients lapse their policies (this is more evident when 
selling Final Expense) and,
The insurance company charges interest on the total advanced commissions, reducing an 
agent’s first year commissions (FYC).

!

It may make sense for an agent to take advances for the first two to three years to support himself 
(maybe his family) and pay for leads at the same time; but then move over to “as-earned”
commissions, if possible.
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